
Robert W Baker

10/09/2000 03:2B PM

To: Thomas M Brodie/AM/LLY@Ully
cc: Christopher C BombaiAMILLY@ LILLY, Jack E JordanlAM/LLY@Lnly,

Paula T TrzepaczlAM/LLY@Ully
SUbject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultantsEl

Thanks Tom, I appreciate your generosity with your board's time Although obviously concerning, it was
helpful to see their reaction. My take was that they remained skeptical because of the number of
reported adverse events and by the substantial weight increase with olanzapine. Moreover, like this
group we believer that definitive research has not yet been done and may not be readily doabie. In light
of these facts, the finding that olanzapine did not seem worse than haloperidol in terms of inducing
hyperglycemia likely appeared counterintuitive, provoking questions about whether methodlology of
analysis is hiding real treatment difference. I don't think that that Is the case, but did suggest to the
product team members working on analysis that they are fair criticisms that should be addressed.
MeanWhile, Chris and I agee that we in the US will benefit by continuing to work with endocrine moving
forward.

Best,

R
Thomas M Brodie

Thomas M Brodie
10/09/200003:10 PM

TO: Robert W Baker/AMILLY@Ully
cc: Eugene A Thiem/AM/LLY@LILLY

SUbject: Re: meeting with endocJinologic consullants El

Robert.....clearly, this group of Endocrinologists (who spoke up and I would rate those who did speak up
as the leaders of the pack) are very concerned with the approach Lilly Is taking towards the Issue that
Zyprexla leads to diabetes. I can only hope that you and all of the team who attended the NADAB
meeting are gaining the ear of senior leadership and articulating this finding. Although the boards
recommendation Is probably not the way Lilly typically does business, I do believe they made a very
strong point that unless we come clean on this, It could get much more serious than we might anticipate.

Gene, John and I were very glad to provide you with time in front of this group and if you should need
additional time at future meetings (next one is Feb. 2001) please let me know. It was great meeting you
as well.

Regards,
Tom
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Thomas M Brodie

10/09/2000 03:10 PM

To: Robert W Baker/AM/LLY@Ully
cc: Eugene R Thiem/AMlLLY@ LILLY

Subject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultants[2j

Robert.....clearly. this group of Endocrinologists (who spoke up and I would rate those who did speak up
as the ieaders of the pack) are very concerned with the approach Lilly is taking towards the issue that
Zyprexla leads to diabetes. I can only hope that you and all of the team who attended the NADAB
meeting are gaining the ear of senior ieadership and articulating this finding. Although the boards
recommendation is probably not the way Lilly typically does business, I do believe they made a very
strong point that unless we come clean on this, it could get much more serious than we might anticipate.

Gene. John and I were very glad to provide you with time in front of this group and if you shouid need
additional time at future meetings (next one is Feb. 2001) please let me know. It was great meeting you
as well.

Regards,
Tom

-- ._- --_. -
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Robert W Baker

101091200003:42 PM

To: Charles M Beasley Jr/AMILLY@Lilly, Alan Breier/AM/LLY@Lilly
cc: Christopher C BombaiAM/LLY@ULLY, Palrizi.

CavazzoniiAM/LLY@Lilly. Suni Keeling/AMILLY@ULLY
SUbject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultants

FYI. My take was thaI this board of academic endocrinologists was impressed enough by magnitude of
weight gain and number of reports in the spontaneous adverse event database that they were
predisposed toward skepticism to any analysis that did not find higher hyperglycemia rates on
olanzapine than comparators.

Charles - do you think it appropriate to iook at secondary anaiysls that does not exclude baseline
abnormals and another looking at mean changes in glucose?

Alan - I believe that what Tom is referring to as "not the way Lilly typically does business" are
suggestions to more vocaliy assert that olanzapine may have a problem on the giucose Issue and. rather
than moving forward with our analyses, turning all info over to an independent board for review.
conclusions. and dissemination. Neither strikes me as the appropriate slep, but this alarmed the Lilly
attendees when linked to the Rezulon comparison. Charles did let them know thaI already we have sent
several volumes with all our info to FDA. but I'm not sure that they fully appreciated this.

Thanks,

R
....------......- ..---- Forwarded by Robert W Baker/AMIlLY on '0/0912000 03:29 PM ---..........--..---.......---
f=F~~:'~'"-_.~.; .~.

";it Thomas M Brodie
10109/200003:10 PM

To: Robert W Baker/AM/LLY@Lilly
co: Eugene R Thiem/AM/LLY@ULLY

SUbject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultants i]

Robert.....clearly. this group of Endocrinologists (who spoke up and I would rate those who did speak up
as the leaders of the pack) are very concerned with the approach Lilly is laking towards the issue that
Zyprexia leads to diabetes. I can only hope that you and all of the team who attended the NADAB
meeting are gaining the ear of senior leadership and articulating this finding. Although the boards
recommendation is probably not the way Lilly typically does business, I do believe they made a very
strong point that unless we come clean on this. it could get much more serious than we might anticipate.

Gene. John and I were very glad to provide you with time in front of this group and if you should need
additional time at future meetings (next one is Feb. 2001) please let me know. It was great meeting you
as well.

Regards.
Tom
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To:
CC:

Dllte:
From:
Subject:

Hi Emie,

CN~Ernie Anand/OU~EMAlO~LLY@Lilly
CN~Charle5 M Beasley JrI0U~AM!O~LL Y@Lilly; CN~Patrizia Cavazzoni/OU~AM/O~LL Y@Lilly;
CN~Patrick JonssonlOU~EMAlO~LLY@Lilly; CN~Jared G Kerr/OU~AM/O~LLY@Lilly; CN~Mark D
MillikanlOU~AMI0~LLY@Lilly; CN~Andrea K SmithJOU~AMI0~LLY@Lilly; CN~Margaret a Sowell
NONLlLLY/OU~AMI0~LLY@Lilly; CN~Padraig WrighUOU~EMAlO~LL Y@Lilly
03/26/2001 10:39:32 AM
CN~Anna Thomton/OU~AMI0~LLY

Re: Olanzapine and Cardiovascular risk

Thank you for the information. Mark Millikan is working with Andrea and Charles on a "Standby Statement".

Anna
(x77076)

Ernie Anand

0312512001 01 :57 PM

Dear Colleagues

To: Charles M Beasley Jr/AM/LLY@Lilly
cc: Palrizia Cavazzoni/AM/LLY@Lilly,PatrickJonssonIEMAlLLY@Lilly,Andrea K Smith/AMILLY@Lilly, Margaret 0

Sowell NONLILLY/AMILLY@Lilly, Anna ThorntonfAM/LLY@Lilly, Padraig WrighUEMAfLLY@Lilly
Subject: Re: Olanzapine & cardiovascuiar risk

You may find the just published editorial by Uu & Manson from 80ston of interest, especially with respect to thjs dialogue:

What is the optimal weight for cardiovascular health?
Uu & Manson (2001 ) ; 8rit J Med , vol 322 , pp 631-632

ps ~ theres a preceeding editorial to Liu & Hanson as well :

Page; 1 of 6
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Obesity genes
Sorensen & Echwald (2001 ) ; Brit J Med , vol 322 , pp 630-631

RegardS,Ernie

From: Charles M Beasley Jr on 1510312001 14:36

To: Andrea K SmithfAM/LLY@Lilly

cc' Ernie AnandlEMAlLLY@Ully, Patrizia Cavazzonl/AMILLY@Lilly, Margaret 0 Sowell NONLILLY/AM/LLY@Ully, Anna Thornton/AM/LLY@Lilly

SUbject Re: Olanzapine & cardiovascular risk

Unfortunately, I believe It will be a while before we have a clear, definitive posillon developed regarding hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, obesity,
the metabolic syndrome long-term cardiovascular risk and olanzapine. We have 2 physicians primarily dedicated to these issues and a host of
others working on them as well. One thing that we can say definitively Is that olanz-apine causes weight gain and for approXimately 50% of
patients in trials who remained on the drug for >6 months, the amount of gain was >10 pounds. Some patients, in clinical trials gained as much
as 80+ pounds. Lacking empirical data to the contrary, it would be ludicrous to state that such a patient is not allong-term, Increased cardiac risk
relative to prior to gaining that weight, especially, if in temporal association with that weight gain the patient developed an increase in fasting
glucose and lipid levels. Therefore, much research is ongoing.

CharleS

Andrea K Smith

03/12/01 03:26 PM
To:

Thornion/AM/LLY@Lilly

"Subject

Charles M Beasley Jr/AMfLLY@Lilly,Anna

olanzapine & cardiovascular risk

Here's the note from Ernie. As I told Anna, I've tried to draft the standby to address this and other CV Issues.

Andrea

Page: 2 of 6
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-Forwarded by Andrea K Srnith/AM/LLY on 03/12/2001 03:25 PM-

Ernie Anand

03/121200110:36AM

Dear Andrea

To:

cc:
Keeling/AM/LLY@Lilly

SUbject

Andrea K Smlth/AM/LLY@Ully

Patrick Jonsson/EMAILLY@Lilly, Suni

OJanzapine & cardiovascular risk

Do we have a standby statement to clarify our position here eg :

That Zyprexa can cause cardiovascular complications due to weight gain/diabetes, which are clinically recognised risk factors

We have an EU planners meeting coming up in 2 weeks time & il would be valuable to have our position on this clarified.

Thanks,Ernie

------------ ForNarded by Ernie Anand/EMA/LLYon 1210312001 15:32 ----------

Ernie Anand
11/03/2001 12:44

To: Patrick Jonsson/EMAlLLY@LiIlY,John C SaunderslEMAlLLY@Lilly, Valerie SirnrnonsJEMAlLLY@Lilly, Padraig WrighUEMAlLLY@Lilly

cc:

SUbject: O)anzapine & cardiovascular risk

Dear All

Page: 3 of 6
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Thought you'd like to be aware of th'ls article.

In my opinion its yet another example of how we are becoming quicklY associated inlo this whole arena of cardiovascular risk due to cholestrol/
weight gain / diabetes as key causative factors ;comments that have also been made in the last 2 week from very independant sources as well eg
Prof Nicolas Moore at the Feb 28 Diabetes Adv Board meeting in London & Prof John Camm at the March 7 QTc meeting organsied by LiflyUK ,
also in London.

Its very clear 10 me that our whole cardiovascular message needs to be further refined to help differentiate positioning vs QTc ,
hypotension/bradycardia & obeseily/weight as CVS risk factors.

Welcome your thoughts/comments.

Regards,Ernle

Assessing Ht)'pical ;lnlipsychotic CV risk: bodywcight alone not
cnough.

PUBLICATION DATE: 5 MARCH 20ll] (20010]05)

SUMMARY TE\.'T:
Thc asscssmenl of mctabolic variables prcdictivc of cardiovuscll]ar (CV)
disease, rather than just tllC measurement ofbodywdght alonc, mily be
neccssal}' to fully assess Ole CV risk associated WiOI mypical
antipsychotics, according to reSClIrchers from Cllmlda.
The rescarchers conducted ;In interim anal)'sis ofa cross-section:!]
mlllticentre sLUdy in whicllmorphological indices ofadipose tissue
distribution and obesity, :lnd a [,1sting metabolic risk profile. were
\Issesscd in 44 men, aged 28. 9 +- 8.5 years. Thesc men had received either
oJanzapine 12.8 +- 4,4 mg/duyfor 17.9 +. 8.] months (22 patients) as their
first atypical antipsychotic treaLmcnt agenl or risperidone 2.8 +. 1.8
mglday for 17.4 +- 8.8 months.
The men trealcd with oJanzapinc had 1I poorer lIle13bolic CV risk f3ctor
profile than those Lreated WiUI rJsperidone :IS predicted by 4 of Ole
metabolic variables invcsti!lated jsec l,lblej; tota] cholesterol. [,1sling
glucose lind insulin levels were noL significantly differenl between the 2
trcnlment groups. MOfCOvcr, despitc similar bodywcights and body mass index
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values, men treated with olulIZ<lpine were more Ukely than those treated
with risperidone to be characterised by the atherogcnic metabolic triad'"
(32 vs 5% ofpaticllls).
Thc rcscarchers warn that the rCSlllls oflhcir study need to be interpreted
cautiously, as the data were 1I0t based on changes from b"seline. However,
lhey sa~' that lllcir findings 'mise concerns about potenlially deleterious
clTccls of olan7.apine on cardiovascular lu:alth' evcn though a cause and
effect relationship could not bc cstablished. They add that further studies
10 investigatc SUdl a relationship need 10 be conducted with urgency.
* itlcludes hypcrinsulinaemia., elcvatcd apolipoprotcill B levcL and small
dCI15e low~density Iipoprotcin particlcs
Table: Metabolic variables predictive ofcardiovasculnr risk in paticnls
trealed with olanzapinc or risperidone

-------------------
Mctabolic varinblc Olllnzapillc~treulcd Risperidollc-

pnLicIlts treated paLients

Plasma trigl~'ccridc levels 2.1 +~ IJ ilunoJ!L 1.3 +- n.7 mmol/L
Ver}' low-dcnsity 0.9 +- 0.6 mmol/L 0.5 +- 0.4 lnmol/L
lipoprolcin cholestcrol
levels

Total ellolesteroJ!HDL* 5.3 +-1.7** 4.3 +-1.4
cholesLcrol mtio

HDL choJcslerollcvel 0.95 +~ 0.2 mmol/LH LOG +~ 0.2 mmol/L

.. high-density Iipoprolein
** The differencc bclween the lreatment groups was Tlot signiJicanl., but a
lrcnd was noled.

REFERENCES:
Bouclwrd RH: Dcmers M~F; Simoneall I; Almcr.ls N; ViUenellve J; ct al.
Atypical antipsychotics aud C<lrdiovuscular risl;; in schizophrenic
paticnts. Jonnml of Clinical Psychophanuacology 21: 110-111. FEB
20tH {English, Study (Canada»

Zyprexa MOL Plaint<lts' E..hibil 1'1006128
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Robert W Baker

1011012000 09:00 AM

Dear Charles:

To: Charles M Beasley JrIAMILLY@Lilly
ce: Paul Berg/AMILLY@Ully,AlanBrelerIAMILLY@L1lly, Patrlzia

CavazzonllAMILLY@L1l1y, W Scott ClarkiAMILLY@Lilly, John H
HolcombeIAM/LLY@Ully, Jack E JordanIAMILLY@Lilly, Roland
PoweIlIAMILLY@L1l1y, Alvin H Rampey JrIAMlLLY@Lilly, Roy N
TamuraiAMILLY@Lilly, Paula T TrzepaczlAM/LLY@Lilly, (bee: Robert
W BakerIAMILLY)

SUbject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consuitants[j

Actually I think that our "takes" are about the same on this· they were qu«e concemed about the weight
issue and due to thaI or perhaps due 10 misunderstandings, Ihey were looking for reasons to not believe
our analysis, I agree that they would feel more comfortable with Ihe analysis If we can secondarily
address mean changes. or adverse effects on glycemia as you've phrased It. I would add that they are
quite keen on seeing what happens to the sUbjects we've excluded (history of diabetes and/or baseline
glucose>140). If there is anything I can do to be helpful, let me know.

Regarding the marketing side, I agree that we heard a sentiment (though not sure it is unanimous) thaI
we should not aggressively defend ourselves; in fact I thought we were getting suggestions to more
vocally tell clinicians that olanzaplne may well have a diabetes problem, based again largely on weight
issues. To me, this reinforces the need to take an appropriately cautious tone with our findings. On the
other hand, data are data and I do not feel impelled to state the case more negatively than it appears to
us; our competitors are handling that quite nicely. i do think that what to say pending more "proof" is a
key area for medical and marketing discussion.

I appreciate your help with this and second your suggestion that any additional resources will be a small
price to pay for the molecule.

Best,

Robert
Charle~f;'1Beasley Jr

(I'. Charles M Beasley Jr
1011012000 08:33 AM

To: Alan Breler/AM/LLY@Lilly
cc: Robert W BakerIAMILLY@Lllly, PaUl Berg/AMILLY@L1l1y, W Scott ClarkiAMILLY@Lilly, John H

HolcombelAMILLY@L1l1y, Roland PowelllAMILLY@L1l1y, Aivln H Rampey JrlAMILLY@Lilly, Roy N
Tamure/AMILLY@L1l1y

Subjeot: Re: meeting wittl endocrinologlo oonsultants

I have a somewhat diHerent take and believe that a number of individuals In attendance did not
understand what was being said. We should talk. There Is the marketing approach and then the
scientific analyses approach. There are 2 Issues·· weight gain and hyperglycemia.

These guys were really concerned about the weight gain, not only because of a diabetes risk but all the
other potential health risks. They Initially thought it might simply be a response to Improvement in
schizophrenia with a few outliers (a rather naive view, but they ain't shrinks). When they understood that
this is seen In non-psychotic "normals" and animals on fixed diets (less concern with animals) and that
olanzapine Is the worst offender, other than clozapine, they advocated a different marketing strategy
than we are taking. They believe we shOUld "aggressively face the Issue" and work with physicians to
address methods of reducing weight gain. Although we did not get Into detairs, they seemed more
interested in psychosocial and behavioral approaohes than pharmaoologic. There does not seem much
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On the diabetes side, the concern was about the use of categorical analyses. It was not that they
necessarily did not believe our findings, but that such analyses can be very easily not believed (subtle
difference), a la, Fellow Simeon Taylor and others. The issue Is the arbitrary nature of any categorical
analysis with respect to cut points defining a case. This Is especially pertinent to our situation where
dlabetologlsts don't really like defining diabetes based on random glucoses (In spite of the Inlo on the
ADA web site). The meeting helped me appreciate the difference between 2 questions: 1) What is the
rate of developmen1 of impaired glucose tollerance I diabetes associated with olanzaplne relatlva to
other agents (including placebo)? and 2) Does oianzapine adversely altect glycemia relative to other
agents? We've been attempting to address the first question. It Is probably the more clinically relevant
question. I believe we have been doing a goad job at addressing It with our methodology. The problem
Is the arbitrary nature of the cut points and the potential for big shifts depending on those cut points and
the fact that we chose the cut points (not really, they came from ADA web site). They specifically
referred to the data as being "tortured". The last time I heard this reference was in the context of the
suicide analyses but there It was a positive reference. The data there had been tortured but had not
surrendered. I believe another factor playing into the skepticism is the magnitude of the number of
cases Identified In our analyses. On the one hand. the dlabetologlst. who "know" what a bad glucose Is
and also "know" the incidence and prevalence of diabetes, probably believe that our cut points are too
high (not sultlcently sensitive) but on the other hand we find too many cases, even on placebo. Life Is
difficult when you can't have It both ways.

The group (especially 3 Individuals) would feel much more comfortabie with an analysis addressing the
second question. They want the continuous data (using all data) analyzed over time co-varying for both
static (diabetic diagnosis, baseline obesity, etc.) and dynamic co·variates (weight gain. alteration in
hypoglycemic dose). Similar to David Ailison. 1 or 2 would be happy to take all our data and perform the
correct analyses, like we don't have competent statisticians. I wili e·mail 2, one US based and the other
a Brit, to get there thoughts on methodology. From my crude misunderstanding of methods, these
would probably be complex analyses. I will say that I believe we should have a full time, dedicated,
sophisticated. statistical resource that does nothing but hypergfycemla, no meetings. no surveys, zilch,
until we have completely tortured the data. this would be a small price to pay for this molecule.

With regard to the marketing side of this issue of impaired glucose tollerance / diabetes, the message
was clear. Don't get too agressive about denial, blaming it on schizophrenia, or claiming no worse than
other agents until we are sure of the facts and sure that we can convince regulators and academicians.
W-L with Resulin was the example. Sounds exactly like what Dan Casey was saying.

Charles
......-.._ - Forwarded by Chartas MBeasley Jr/AMILLYon \011 0/2000 07:40 AM - _ __..-

Robert W Baker

A 10/091200003:42 PM

To: Charles M Beasley Jr/AMILLY@L1l1y, Alan Breler/AM/LLY@L1l1y
cc: Christopher C BombaJAM/LLY@ULLY, Patrlzia Cavazzoni/AM/LLY@Ully, Sunl Keeling/AM/LLY@LILLY

SUbject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultants

FYI. My take was that this board of academic endocrinologists was impressed enough by magnitude of
weight gain and number of reports in the spontaneous adverse event database that they were
predisposed toward skepticism to any anaiysis thai did not find higher hyperglycemia rales on
olanzapine than comparators.

Charles' do you think It appropriate to look at secondary analysis that does not exclude baseline
abnormals and another iooking at mean changes in glucose?

Alan· I believe that what Tom Is referring to as "not the way Lilly typically does business" are
suggestions to more vocally assert that olanzapine may have a problem on the glucose issue and, rather
tnan mavino forwaro with our analvses. turnino all info over to an indeoendent board for review.
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Thanks,

R
--..---------------- Forwarded by Robert WBakerlAMILLYon 10/091200003:29 PM ------------------------
f,:,:r.",: ·r#..~::"'·'" <,,"

:;. J! Thomas M Brodie
10109/200003:10 PM

To: Robert W BakerfAMILLY@Ully
cc: Eugene R Thlem/AM/LLY@LILLY

SUbject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultants tEl

Robert.....clearly, this group of Endocrinologists (who spoke up and I would rate those who did speak up
as the leaders 01 the pack) are very concerned with the approach Lilly Is taking towards the issue that
Zyprexla leads to diabetes. I can only hope that you and all of the team who attended the NADAB
meeting are gaining the ear of senior leadership and articUlating this finding. Although the boards
recommendation is probably not the way Lilly typically does business, I do believe they made a very
strong point that unless we come clean on this, it could get much more serious than we might anticipate.

Gene, John and I were very glad to proVide you with time in front of this group and If you should need
additional time at future meetings (nelct one Is Feb. 2001) please let me know. It was great meeting you
as well.

Regards,
Tom
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Charles M Beasley Jr

10/10/2000 10:00 AM

To: Robert W Baker/AM/LLY@Lilly
cc: Paul Berg/AM/LLY@Lilly, Alan Breier/AM/LLY@Lilly, Patrizia

Cavazzoni/AMILLY@Lilly, W Scott ClarkiAM/LLY@Lilly, John H
Holcombe/AM/LLY@Lilly,JackEJordan/AM/LLY@Lilly, Roland
Powell/AMILLY@LiIlY,Alvin H Rampey Jr/AM/LLY@Lilly, Roy N
TamuraiAM/LLY@Lilly, PaUla T TrzepeczlAM/LLY@Lilly

SubJect: Re: meeting with endocrinologic ccnsultantsO

Agree but believe that the emphasis on marketing approach is to acknowledge weight gain and not
underplay it while for diabetes to becautious until we are sure.
Charles

Robert W Baker

Robert W Baker

...4 10/1012000 09:00 AM

To: Charles M Beasley Jr/AM/LLY@Lilly
cc: Paul Berg/AMILLY@Lilly, Alan Breier/AM/LLY@Lilly, Patrizia Cavazzoni/AM/LLY@L1l1y, W Scott

ClarkiAM/LLY@Lllly, John H Holcombe/AMILLY@Lllly, Jack EJordan/AMILLY@Ully, Roland
Powell/AM/LLY@Lilly, Alvin H Rampey Jr/AM/LLY@L1l1y, Roy N TamuraiAM/LLY@L1l1y, Paula T
TrzepaczlAM/LLY@L1lly

SUbject: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultants [)

Dear Charles:

Actually I think that our "takes" are about the same on this - they were quite concemed about the weight
issue and due to that or perhaps due to misunderstandings, they were looking for reasons to not believe
our analysis. I agree that they would feel more comfortable with the analysis if we can secondarily
address mean changes, or adverse effects on giycemla as you've phrased it. I would add that they are
qUite keen on seeing what happens to the SUbjects we've excluded (h'lstory of diabetes and/or baseline
glucose>140). If there is anything I can do to be helpful, let me know.

Regarding the marketing side, I agree that we heard a sentiment (though not sure it is unanimous) that we
shouid not aggressively defend ourselves; in lact I thought we were getting suggestions to more vocally
tell clinicians that olanzaplne may well have a diabetes problem, based again largely on weight Issues. To
me, this reinforces the need to take an appropriately cautious tone with our findings. On the other hand,
data are data and I do not feel impelled to state the case more negatively than it appears to us; our
competitors are handling that quite nicely. I do think that what to say pending more "proal" is a key area
for medical and marketing discussion.

I appreciate your help with this and second your suggestion that any additional resources will be a small
price to pay for the molecule.

Best,

Robert
Charles M Beasley Jr

,? Charles M Beasley Jr
10/10/2000 08:33 AM

To: Alan Breier/AM/LLY@L1l1y
ce: Robert W Baker/AM/LLY@L1l1y, Paul Berg/AM/LLY@Lilly, WScott GlarkiAM/LLY@Lilly, John H

HoicombeiAM/LLY@Lllly, Roland PoweIVAM/LLY@Lilly, Alvin H Rampey Jr/AM/LLY@Lilly, Roy N
TamuraiAMlLLY@Lilly
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~\1,'o\oac.\.·. Re"" maa\.\ng wi.th endQcdnologic consultants

I have a somewhat different take and believe that a number of individuals in attendance did not
understand what was being said. We should talk. There is the marketing approach and then the sc'ienti!',c
analyses approach. There are 2 issues -- weight gain and hyperglycemia.

These guys were really concemed about the weight gain, not only because of a diabetes risk but all the
other potential health risks. They initially thought it might simply be a response to improvement in
schizophrenia with a few outliers (a rather naive view, but they ain't shrtnks). When they understood that
this is seen In non-psychotic "normals" and animals on fixed diets (less concern with animals) and that
olanzaplne is the worst offender, other than clozaplne, they advocated a different marketing strategy than
we are taking. They believe we should "aggressively face the issue" and work with physicians to address
methods of reducing weight gain. Although we did not get into details, they seemed more interested In
psychosocial and behavioral approaches than pharmacologic. There does not seem much to say about
scientific analyses of weight gain, we know It's a weighty problem. When you translate 1-2% gain of 40+
kilos into the absolute number based on 5 million patients, the number is 50,000 to 100,000. 100,000
people putting on 90 pounds of weight Is a lot.

On the diabetes side, the concern was about the use of categoricai analyses. It was not that they
necessarily did not believe our findings, but that such analyses can be very easily not believed (subtle
difference), a la, Fellow Simeon Taylor and others. The issue is the arbitrary nature of any categorical
analysis with respect to cut points defining a case. This is especially pertinent to our situation where
diabetologlsts don't really like defining diabetes based on random glucoses (in spite of the Info on the ADA
web site). The meeting helped me appreciate the difference between 2 questions: 1) What is the rate of
development of impaired glucose tollerance I diabetes associated with olanzapine relative to other agents
(Including placebo)? and 2) Does olanzapine adversely affect glycemia relative to other agents? We've
been attempting to address the first question. It is probably the more clinically relevant question. I believe
we heve been doing a good job at addressing It with our methodology. The problem is the arbitrary nalure
of the cut points and the potential for big shifts depending on those cut points and the fact that we chose
the cut points (not really, they came from ADA web site). They specifically referred to the data as being
"tortured". The last time I heard Ihls reference was in the context of the suicide analyses bUlthere it was a
positive reference. The data there had been tortured but hed not surrendered, I believe another factor
playing into the skepticism is the magnitude of the number of cases identified in our analyses. On the one
hand, the diabetologlst, who "know' what a bad glucose is and also "know" the incidence and prevalence
of diabetes, probably believe that our cut points are too high (not sufflcently sensitive) but on the other
hand we find too many cases, even on placebo. Life is difficult when you can't have it both ways.

The group (especially 3 individualS) would feel much more comfortable with an analysis addressing the
second question. They want the continuous data (using ali data) analyzed over time co-varying for both
static (diabetic diagnosis, baseline obesity, etc.) and dynamic co-variates (weight gain, alteration in
hypoglycemic dose). Similar to David Allison, 1 or 2 would be happy to take all our data and perform the
correct analyses, like we don't have competent statisticians. I wili e-mail 2, one US based and the other a
Brit, to get there thoughts on methodology. From my crude misunderstanding of methods, these would
probably be complex analyses. I will say that I believe we should have a full time, dedicated,
sophisticated, statistical resource that does nothing but hyperglycemia, no meetings, no surveys, zilch,
until we have completely tortured the data. This would be a small price to pay for this molecule.

With regard to the marketing side of this Issue of impaired glucose tollerance I diabetes, the message was
clear. Don't get too agressive about denial, blaming it on schizophrenia, or claiming no worse than other
agents until we are sure of the facts and sure that we can convince regulators and academicians. W-L
with Resulin Was the exampfe. Sounds exactly like what Dan Casey was saying.

- ._..0.- _ _ _
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Charles
---.------------------ Forwarded by Charles M Beasley Jr/AM/LLYon 10/10/200007:40 AM --.-~---------------------

Robert W Baker

~ 1010912000 03:42 PM

To: Charles M Beasley JrlAMILLY@Lilly. Alan Braier/AM/LLY@Lilly
cc: Christopher C BombaiAMILLY@ULLY. Patrizia CavazzonifAM/LLY@Lilly. Sunl Keeling/AM/LLY@ULLY

SUbJect: Re; meet'lng with endocflnologlc consultants

FYI. My take was that this board of academic endocrinologists was impressed enough by magnitude of
weight gain and number of reports in the spontaneous adverse event datebase that they were
predisposed toward skepticism to any analysis that did not find higher hyperglycemia rates on olanzapine
than comparators.

Charles - do you think it appropriate to look at secondary analysis that does not exclude baseline
abnormals and another looking at mean changes in glucose?

Alan - I believe that what Tom is referring to as "not the way Lilly typically does business" are suggestions
to more vocally assert that olanzapine may have a problem on the glucose issue and. rather than moving
forward with our analyses. turning all info over to an Independent board tor review, conclusions, and
dissemination. Neither strikes me as the appropriate step. but this alarmed the Lilly aMendees when linked
to the Rezulon comparison. Charles did let them know that already we have sent several volumes with all
our into to FDA. but I'm not sure that they fully appreciated this.

Thanks.

R
--.-----.--••••••-.- Forwarded by Robert W Beker/AMILLY on 10/09/200003:29 PM ••--•••••••••••••••••••••••

dl~ Thomas M Brodie
10/09/200003:10 PM

To: Robert W Bal,er/AM/LLY@Lilly
cc: Eugene R Thiem/AM/LLY@ULLY

SUbject: Re: meating with endocrinologic consullants 0

Robert.....clearly. this group of Endocrinologists (who spoke up and I would rate those who did speak up
as the leaders of the pack) are very concerned with the approach Lilly is taking towards the issue thai
Zyprexia leads to diabetes. I can only hope that you and all of the team who attended the NADAB
meeting are gaining the ear of senior leadership and articulating this finding. Although the boards
recommendation Is probably not fhe way Lilly typically does business, I do believe they made a very
strong point that unless we come clean on this. it could get much more serious than we might anticipate.

Gene, John and I were very glad to prOVide you with time In front of this group and if you should need
additional time at future meetings (next one is Feb. 2001) please let me know. It was great meeting you
as well.

Regards.
Tom
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John H Holcombe

1011012000 10:09 AM

To: Robert W Baker/AMILLY@Lilly. Charles M Beasley JrIAMILLY@Lilly
cc: Christopher C BombaiAM/LLY@L1LLY.Alan Breier/AMILLY@Lilly.

Thomas M BrodiaiAMILLY@Lilly. Patrizia CavazzoniIAMILLY@Lilly,
James B GregoryIAMILLY@Lilly. Hunter HeathIAMILLY@Lilly. Jack E
JordanlAMILLY@Lilly. Sunl KeelingiAMILLY@L1LLY, Bruce
KinonIAMILLY@Lilly. Michael B MurraylAMILLY@L1LLY, John R
Richards/AMILLY@Lilly, Eugene R ThlemIAMILLY@L1LLY, Mauricio F
ToheniAM/LLY@Lilly. Paula T TrzepaczlAMILLY@Lilly

SUbJect: Re: meeting with endocrinologic consultants[3

Charles and Robert,
Let me add my 2 cents worth. I know our endocrine advisory group well, and I might be able to help
interpret their reactions to the data presented.

First, I have attached two simple tables that the ADA uses for diagnostic cutoff points for glucose values.
J show this so that we are all on the same page. The tables represent the 'world' of diagnoses In the
eyes of our consultants, so we had a mismatch between the analysis (>160 for IGT) and the diagnostic
criteria, while >200 Is diagnostic of diabetes IF symptoms are also present. At any rate, the ADA says
that a blood glucose 140 or greater should be further evaluated. As you know, the consultants wanted to
see ALL glucose values at baseline and over time. Showing a large number of values of >140 at
baseline will underscore the likelihood lhat diabetes may already be present in many patients with
schizophrenia, which Is another point we want to further explore and emphasize. From the dala shown,
the group did not agree with the premise that DM has a higher than normal prevalence in schizophrenia.

Secondly, only one endo referred to Rezulin, while others said that the present analysis had nothing in
common with that drug. The point was that Lilly has to be forthcoming with the data to gain and maintain
our just credibility. ShOWing our advisory group a slightly modified analysis with ALL glucose values
would be a vital step forward here.

Thirdly, our analyses with the reference ranges from Covance raised some concern, such as a glucose
of> 200 being "wllhin the reference range for random glucose of normal Individuals". I don't recall the
specific value, but the 99th centile cutoff point you mentioned in the reference range was a glucose
value that 'IS 'diabetic' by any standard. I am looking into the glucose reference ranges at Covance as a
result of the meeting, as clearly people with diabetes are included in the normal reference ranges.

Lastly, as others have pointed out, my sense was that the group was more concerned about weight gain
than the hyperglycemia. In response to a consultant's question, the mention of weight gain In healthy
volunteers at the end of the presentation, Without showing the data, came as quite a surprise. It nearly
appeared that this tidbit had to be drawn out of Lilly, which seemed to heighten the other questions.

We are at a critical point here. Our advisory group Is Who's Who in diabetes. If we can bring a few of
them to Lilly as consultants to the Zyprexa team, show them that we listened to their suggestions by
presenting another analysis that THEY suggested, we shouid be able to solidify their support and
understanding.

I am willing to work with your group in whatever capacity I can.

John

•glucose values.doc
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